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AIM could be an 
“observatory” 

of Benedictine way of life 

throughout the world



We all belong to the 

Benedictine Confederation. 



HOW MANY ARE WE?

Worldwide distribution 
of Monasteries

and Communities of mission

Cf. Catalogus



1794 Monasteries and Communities of mission
OSB;OCSO; Ocist & Cistercian family (Bernardines etc.)



1175 WOMEN’s & 619 MEN’s Communities

65,5% WOMEN

34,5% MEN



Worldwide distribution of 
Monasteries and Communities of mission



OSB= 204 (W= 154; M= 50)
OCSO= 21 (W= 10; M= 11)
OCIST= 8 (W= 1; M= 7)
+
Cist. Congr. della Carità= 1
Bernardines of Esquermes= 2
Bernardines of Oudenaarde= 9

AFRICA
Total: 245



Foundation in Angola

Jubilee at Keur Guilaye

Meeting of BECOSA



USA
OSB= 108 (W= 58; M= 50)
OCSO= 15 (W= 5; M= 10)
OCIST= 7 (W=1; M= 6)

CANADA
OSB= 204 (W= 154; M= 50)
OCSO= 21 

Total: 144

NORTH AMERICA



Genesee

St Meinrad

St Benoît-du-Lac

Winnipeg

Pecos



Total: 172

SOUTH AMERICA

OSB= 146 (W= 90; M= 56)
OCSO= 14 (W= 7; M= 7)
OCIST= 11 (W=5; M= 6)
+
Cist Congr. of Anagni= 1



Salvador de Bahia

Rengo

ABECCA Meeting

Rio de Janeiro

CIMBRA Meeting



ASIA

TOTAL: 247
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OSB= 213 (W= 161; M= 52)

OCSO= 20 (W= 11; M= 9)

OCIST= 13 (W= 3; M= 10)

+

Bernardines of Esquermes= 1
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+
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ISBF Meeting
Indo-Sri Lankan Benedictine Federation

MFP in Asia
Monastic Formators Program

Session in Vietnam



Total: 901EUROPE



Jakobsberg
MFP

Schiermonnikoog
Kaunas



Total: 85

OCEANIA

OSB= 83 (Women= 81; Men= 2)

OCSO= 2 (Men)

Total: 85

OCEANIA



Jamberoo

New NorciaKiribati



WHAT ABOUT

Foundations and Closures?



During the last 50 years, the number of foundations per year was about 10

 Foundations between 2000 and 2014 totalled

• 158 new foundations = 11,3 foundations/year,

• But only 13 between 2010 and 2014 = 3,2 foundations/year

• 16 new foundations between 2014 and 2017

 Closures between 2000 and 2014 totalled

• 147 = 10,5 closures/year

• 24 closures between 2010 and 2014 = 5 closures/year

• 13 closures between 2014 and 2017

Foundations & Closures



In 1961

 As the result of an expressed
need on the part of monastic
communities with new 
foundations in Latin America, 
Africa, Asia.

 The creation of AIM (Alliance for 
International Monasticism) was
the concrete response of the 
Benedictine Confederation and 
the two Cistercian Orders.

Why did AIM come into being ?

AIM’s 50 Jubile at Ligugé 2011



How AIM is organised?



He coordinates every aspect 
of the work of AIM. 

He takes part in most of 
national and international 
monastic meetings.

The President of AIM
Jean-Pierre Longeat OSB

He is responsible for those items 

for the Abbot Primate and the AIM Council.



The International Secretary

Sœur Christine Conrath, OSB
3 days a week at the AIM office

Sister Placid Dolores, OSB
Full-time at the AIM office



is the central body of AIM, coordinating the 
collection and distribution of funds and all the 
requests. 

At its headquarters take place usually

the meetings of 

The International Secretariat

the Executive Committee

the International Team,

the Bulletin.

Email: aim.vanves@wanadoo.fr



20 members with responsabilities
in the different Benedictine-inspired Orders
coming from different continents ;

Meeting once a year in November.

The AIM Council

AIM Council Vienna 2017



The Executive Committee
Delegated by the Council to make decisions concerning the
requests made by the Secretariat.

Meeting twice a year, in May and November.

3 members

+ 3 experts

+ AIM President and Secretary



The International Team
a consultative body of members chosen by the President, 
who take a personal interest 
in the life and development of monasteries on specific 
continents, 
visiting communities frequently 
and keeping in touch on a regular basis. 

They also encourage collaboration and meetings between 
monasteries.

3 meetings a year



AIM is a net-working and aid organisation in the broadest sense

 Its purpose is:

 to build up and maintain an active alliance between all members
of the worldwide Benedictine family

 to help monasteries under the Rule of Saint Benedict in their
development and the local people.

AIM’s Vision

Arua - Uganda



The values we promote are:

Community life and human relationships.

Liturgical and personal prayer.

Communion based on listening and 

discernment.

Stability as an essential support in long term 

development.

Work.

Hospitality and dialogue.



AIM’s Mission?



To prioritize aid for formation at all levels;

To develop effective and transparent 
relationships within communities;

To foster the economic autonomy of monasteries;

To develop forms of communication and 
exchange between monasteries and with the 
outside world; 

To find the necessary means and resources, 
including fundraising in order to fulfill our
mission.

AIM’s Mission?



we granted past year

Amount in %

58% for Women Communities

20% for Men Communities

22% mixed (Men & Women, all Orders) for
seminars, retreats, meetings…

AIM’s Service on financial assistance



66%

23%

11%

Number of Applications in%
apps on Formation

apps on Constructions

apps on others

nov-16 € nb

apps on Formation 124 000 23

apps on Constructions 134 000 8

apps on others 58 000 4

Total 316 000 35

You notice the great number of applications on Formation…



apps on Formation
39%

apps on Constructions
43%

apps on others
18%

Granted in €uros

apps on Formation

apps on Constructions

apps on others

nov-16 € nb

apps on Formation 124 000 23

apps on Constructions 134 000 8

apps on others 58 000 4

Total 316 000 35

great number of applications on Formation, but Constructions are expensive



money granted past 5 years
is increasing!

0 €

100,000 €

200,000 €

300,000 €

400,000 €

500,000 €

600,000 €

700,000 €

800,000 €

2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

years €uros Nb of apps

2013-14 448 270 € 75

2014-15 594 110 € 104

2015-16 518 250 € 94

2016-17 572 330 € 94

2017-18 738 704 € 89

total 2 871 664 € 456



When you send a request, please always
join your account number and all 
necessary bank-data. Check if the data 
are updated. 

Each year we send money to accounts out of 
use – the codes have changed etc. It is a huge
waste of time and money.

MAIN ADVICE !!!



For past year 2016-17

Donation of monasteries: 920 000 €uros

Other funds come from foundations and donors.

AIM’s sources of income



OCSO monasteries of Belgium and Netherlands;

Olivetan sisters of South Korea.

For this year 17-18 
may we mention as donors:



AIM’s cultural service
AIM offers subscriptions to monastic, theological and liturgical 
magazines. 
AIM International sends books to the French-speaking 
monasteries - the Manna of the Fathers, initiation to the Fathers of 
the Church - the Commentary on the Rule written by Sr Aquinata
Böckmann.
AIM-USA offers books and subscriptions too!



AIM’s Bulletin
Reflecting 48 years of the actual life of monasteries
the Bulletin of AIM provides a special opportunity
for exchange, for formation, for shared reflection in
the Church and in society.

The Bulletin is published
twice a year in French, 
English, German, Spanish, 
Portuguese,Italian (in part), 
Dutch (in part).



AIM’s Newsletter

A good opportunity for the President
sharing AIM’s work day by day
sent by e-mail 

If you don’t get it, please do ask!



AIM’s Website

www.aimintl.org/

The simplest way to 
get updated news 



The number of communities are aging & declining
• Fewer vocations
• Individualism and relativism 

Monastic life has always been and 
will always be an act of FAITH in the GOD, 
who calls us to search for him in obedience to his 
word and following the way of the Gospel as 
taught us by St Benedict.

Challenges we face today



Sources of HOPE for the future

 Latin America: a centre of formation OSB will be created 
in São Paulo, Brasil.

Africa: a centre of formation OSB will be created 
in Bouaké, Ivory Coast.

 Asia : the spirituality-centre in Tagaytay, Philippines,              
runs well.

 Local meetings in all continents are 
helpful and well managed.

We are looking forward, hoping for a 
closer collaboration on Pan-African level.



« the Mirror » as a monastic working tool

This document was created for use at fraternal meetings
and adapted for monastic meetings.

The members of the International Team put forward
certain points for consideration in the life of communities.

7 topics
1 on each next slide!



« Mirror of monastic life today »

1 - Community
Many values and customs of traditional family and
community life have been lost in society. There is a real
danger of importing into our communities ideals and
forms of behaviour that are now current in the outside
world.

To discuss:

What are the fundamental dangers 
affecting community life in my 
monastery today? 



2 - Leadership
Without good leaders, well prepared for the task, 
our communities will fail and collapse. 

At the same time, the community is invited to nourish 
and support his superior, recognizing that we are all 
fragile and in need of the love of our brothers and sisters.

To discuss:

Does my community attract candidates who 
may be future leaders? If not, why not?

What is missing in the way we prepare to 
elect a superior?



3 - Training
The whole community, by its way of life, its integrity and 
its attachment to this monastic ideal, and of course to 
prayer, is by nature the first formator of its members. 

We are all, from the moment we enter monastic life until 
death, responsible for our own formation through our 
fidelity to prayer, reading, work and community life. 

To discuss:

In my monastery, is 
formation the work of the 
whole community?

How can initial and 
ongoing formation be 
improved in my 
community?

MBCC



4 - Vocations
People who perceive God's call must be encouraged to 
meet Christ and then translate this in various ways in 
their lives.

Our monasteries are places where Christ's call is heard
in a strong and clear way.

To discuss:

What kind of encouragement 
to meet Christ and respond to his call is 
encouraged in my community?

How could we offer an opportunity for lay 
people to share temporarily monastic life?



5 - Work
For Saint Benedict, the whole life of the monk is a work, a 
work of conversion. 

Liturgy, lectio, manual or intellectual work must be 
practiced for the Lord's work to be accomplished in the 
monastery as a school of service to the Lord.
However, lucrative work is an essential part of monastic life. 

To discuss:

Does our work, like our prayer, unite the 
community in a common effort?

Does our work encourage individualism?



6 - Financial stability
Good management and financial stability
are essential for the well-being of a monastic community.

While the lifestyle of the community must always
be marked by frugality and, of course, faith in Divine
Providence, it is wise to invest to guard against difficult
times by bringing additional income to the community.

To discuss:

Are all siblings aware of the financial status 
of our community? 

Is it perceived as a shared responsibility?



7 - The Monastery and the World 

In this age of the Internet, it is extremely difficult to discern the 
means of implementing St Benedict's advice on necessary and 
unnecessary boundaries with the "world".

The monastic welcome allows a resumption of roots, a retreat, an 
essential listening, a human and spiritual sharing. It is a means of 
collaboration in the future of our societies.

To discuss:

How can the quality of community 
recreation and dialogue be improved?

What does fencing really mean in my 
community?



1 Formation at all levels
Formation based on learning from
experience rather than from
theory.

The development of monastic
centres of formation.

The main concerns of AIM for the future

It is a main topic in 
‘Cor Orans’ instruction on Chapter 4



2 A closer and more effective alliance 

between monasteries throughout the world

The emphasis of solidarity alongside autonomy.



3 Communication and communion

To develop every possible means

for creating and sustaining a greater depth of relationship.

125th Anniversary of the Benedictine Confederation – St Anselmo 2018



Did we do it right?



Did we do it right?

we can't say for sure but we really 
wanted to do it and we will try to 

continue as best we can in the future



Thank you!


